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Abstract-one of the most common data structures, at least in scientific computing, is the 
multidimensional array. Some numerical algorithms may conveniently be expressed as a generalized 
matrix multiplication, which computes a multidimensional array from two other multidimensional 
arrays. By adopting index notation with the Einstein summation convention, an elegant tool for 
expressing generalized matrix multiplications is obtained. Index notation is the succinct and compact 
notation primarily used in tensor calculus. 
In this paper, we develop computer support for index notation as a domain specific language. 
Grammar and semantics are proposed, yielding an unambiguous interpretation algorithm. An object- 
oriented implementation of a C++ library that supports index notation is described. 
A key advantage with computer support of index notation is that the notational gap between a 
mathematical index notation algorithm and its implementation in a computer language is avoided. 
This facilitates program construction as well as program understanding. Program examples that 
demonstrate the close resemblance between code and the original mathematical formulation are pre- 
sented. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords-Index notation, Mathematical software, Domain specific language, Tensor calculus. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Multidimensional arrays are used extensively in scientific computing. In software that simulates 
partial differential equations, multidimensional arrays are used for example for the following 
tasks. 
1. Representing the computational domain as a discrete grid. In much the same way as each 
point in space can be represented by its continuous coordinates, each discretization point 
in a structured grid can be indexed with one, two, or three indices, depending on the 
number of space dimensions. Thus, a proper data structure for a structured grid is an 
array with up to three indices. 
2. Representing components of physical quantities. A velocity vector, for instance, can be 
represented as a one-dimensional array, with one, two, or three components, depending on 
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the spatial dimension. Physical quantities which require more than one index also occur 
frequently in applications, for instance the stress tensor in elasticity theory. These quan- 
tities may also vary over the computational domain, which requires the data structures to 
be arrays of arrays, one array referring to the physical quantity and one array referring to 
the discretization. See for instance [l] for a discussion of these abstractions. 
3. Expressing linear systems of equations as matrix vector multiplications, usually denoted 
As = b. Here, A is a matrix, representable as an array with two indices, and the unknown z 
and the right-hand side b are vectors, which can be represented as one-dimensional arrays. 
Since arrays are so frequently used in scientific computing, m software support for arrays is very 
well developed in programming languages for scientific computing, for instance in Fortran 90 
and subsequent versions. Also in C++, several array libraries exist, for instance A++/P++ [2], 
Pooma [3], and Blitz++ [4]. These libraries allow the programmer, in the same way as Fortran 90 
does, to refer to whole (subjarrays and not necessarily to individual components. The first 
advantage is that the notation becomes more compact, since one no longer has to loop explicitly 
over individual indices. Still, we believe that the biggest advantage is not t,he compactness, but 
the increcased resemblance with the language of the problem domain. This becomes even more 
explicit when we raise the abstraction level to matrix algebra. Languages such as Matlab support 
matrix multiplication, which allows algorithms to be coded in a way that resembles the original 
matrix algebra formulation to a sery high degree. 
However, even if the last decade’s development of appropriate software abstractions for scien- 
tific computing has been significant, it is often the case that the most natural abstractions from 
the problem domain are not utilized. Instead, it is often necessary to restate the problem, very 
early in the implementation process, to suit the abstractions in the implementation domain. For 
example, in order to formulate a linear system of equations from a discretized partial differential 
equation, nlultidimensioiial quantities that actually belong to Categories 1 and 2 above are often 
transformed into two-dimensional matrices and one-dimensional vectors of Category 3. Some- 
times, the reformulation can be avoided with index notation as used in tensor calculus, because 
index notation offers a powerful way of expressin, 0 m Generalized matrix multiplications [5]. 
Index notation is a convenient way to express and manipulate multi-indexed quantities, in- 
cluding tensors. In its general form, these quaiitities are indexed with both upper and lower 
indices.’ The compactness of index notation is due to two conventions, the range convention and 
the Einstein summation convention. Briefly speakin g, the range convention implies that “free” 
indices shall loop over all values in a clearly understood range. The summation convention was 
introduced by Einstein in 1916, see [6]. It implies that whenever an index in a term is repeated, 
once as a superindex and once as a subindex, a suiiiniation over that index is understood. With 
these conventions, matrix vector multiplication is written 
b’ = A;&. (1) 
Here. “matrix” A has one upper and one lower index, and the “column vectors” 2 and b use 
a superindex. The summation convention implies summation over j, whereas i varies over its 
index range, in accordance with the range convention. Compared with matrix algebra, a small 
advantage with index notation is that the multiplication order is not critical, as it is for matrix 
algebra. However, the real power of index notation is released when the number of indices 
increases. Consider, for instance, transformation of a tensor E with two upper and two lower 
indices. Given a transformation matrix A and its inverse A = A-‘, its components B in the new 
basis is computed as 
‘There is an underlying physical/mathematical motivation to use both upper and lower indices for tensors, namely 
t.o clistinguish so-called covariant vector components from contravariant vector components. 
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With some practice of using index notation, it is easy to interpret this expression. The indices i, 
j, /c: and 1 are free indices, whereas nl? n, p, and q are summation indices. It is cumbersome to 
express this transformation with matrix algebra, let alone the difficulties of representing E at all! 
Equations such as (2) are frequent in tensor calculus, the mathematics used for instance for 
relativity and differential geometry. We stress that the task of supporting index notation is 
motivated not only by its abilities to support generalized matrix multiplications, but it is also 
highly motivated by its enormous usefulness for tensor calculus, see for instance [7,8]. 
In this paper, we define a domain specific language for index notation, and we report on its 
implementation <as a C++ library. In order to lay a firm foundation for this task, we have studied 
possible index notation ambiguities and limitations. There actually exist a few different inter- 
pretations of index notation. In practice, the expressions used in tensor calculus are often quite 
simple, and the differences between different interpretations do not become visible. It is, however, 
important that the not.ation is uniform and unambiguous, in order to support the notation in 
a computer language. To this end, we develop grammar and semantics for index notation. We 
find that expressions written in this language obey usual associative and commutative rules for 
summation and multiplication. Index notation support has also been investigated in (91, where 
a preprocessor for a less general version of index notation, intended for computer graphics, is 
described. 
The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2, we present some challenges 
for the notation, situations where different index notation descriptions may yield different inter- 
pretations. In Section 3, we develop an index notation grammar and describe its semantics. In 
Section 4, we outline our object-oriented design and implementation, and we provide some code 
samples. In the concluding remarks, we also point at some future work. 
2. CHALLENGES FOR INDEX NOTATION 
In the same manner as above, index notation and the Einstein summation convention are often 
described rather intuitively in the literature, see for instance [8, p. 56; 10, p. 3381. This is usually 
good enough for humans, but in order to develop software support for the notation, we need to 
study the notation more carefully. In this section, we illustrate some cases where different authors 
may interpret index notation differently, and we motivate our choice of interpretation. It is to 
a large extent based on Papastavridis [7], the most comprehensive description of index notation 
t,hat we have encountered. We also compare with Barr [9]. Barr states simple and concise rules 
for index notation, but does not distinguish between upper and lower indices. Also, as discussed 
below, we believe his rules to be somewhat more restrictive than necessary. 
The following equations represent a number of situations where different descriptions of index 
notations may yield different interpretations: 
ai = bj. 
ai = b’ + c;, 
ai = b:, 
ai = b:, 
a = b’cid;ei. 
ai = b, ‘t 4. 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Equation (3) is probably a typo. A human can easily detect this, perhaps replacing the equation 
with a; = bi, making more sense. Software for index notation must of course be employed with 
error detection mechanisms. 
Equation (4) might be a typo as well. In a physics context, it might be strange to add two 
tensors where the indices are placed differently. Barr does not address this issue, since he does 
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not distinguish upper and lower indices, but Papastavridis’ range convention allows it. This is 
aIso our choice. 
Equation (5) could, according to some definitions, be interpreted as ai = Cj $. However, this 
is probably not the intention. It is more likely that one wants to treat the diagonal elements of the 
“matrix” bj, Vi, j as the “vector” bf ,Vi. In order to explicitly suppress ummation, many authors 
provide additional notation. One common alternative is textual information in the margin, 
which is not well suited for software support. Another possible solution is a “no-sum” operator, 
suggested by Barr [9]. Yet another alternative, advocated for instance by Papastavridis [7], 
is to suppress summation by enclosing a repeated index which is not a summation index with 
parentheses. It is possible to support the latter alternatives with software, but is it really needed? 
The range convention that Papastavridis describes does actually, for equation (5), suppress the 
suin~~lation without need of any additions information. This is because i is considered a free 
index in the term a,. We believe that, as long as we deal with assignments, additional “no sum” 
notation is not needed. This is demonstrated by equation (6). In standard treatments, it would be 
interpreted as xi ui = xi bi. But if we regard the statement as an assignment, a summation on 
the left-hand side makes no sense. It is reasonable to modify the conventions o that summation 
is always suppressed on the left-hand side. The expression then reads Vi : ai = bi. 
Summation convention definitions do sometimes tate that summation is understood for indices 
repeated exactly twice! e.g., [6,8,9]. In practice, this is the kind of summation that normally 
arises in tensor calculus. Barr argues that this restriction is needed to maintain associativity, 
since generally (xi b”Ci)(C, die’) # (Gi bidi)(Ci tie’). Tl lere ore, he rules out equation (7). But f 
Bolton [ll], provides examples where summation is understood over an index repeated thrice. 
Papastavridis also acknowledges that summation over indices repeated more than twice does 
arise, but he keeps the summation sign for these cases, writing equation (7) as a = xi b”cidie’ [7, 
p. 111. Summation over multiply repeated indices is the interpretation we support, and we claim 
that no associativity problems occur. 
Our hast example, equation (8), is simple for humans to interpret. But suppose that one, as 
Barr does, imposes a restriction that addition is allowed only between terms whose indices match 
exactly. Even though the restriction seems plausible, it actually invalidates the assignment. To 
address this complication, Barr introduces the notion of an “indexed constant”, and requires 
equation (8) to be written oi = b, + 4i. Our interpretation of index notation, as described in the 
next section, allows terms to be added as long as one without ambiguity can bind all indices. Not 
only is equation (8) valid, but also more complicated expressions uch as a; = b.i + 4 + dij + 4. 
~VET also interpret a = @(cj + dj), which has the same effect as a = ti’cj + bidj. 
3. FORMALIZING THE INDEX NOTATION 
In order to develop software for the index notation, it is important that the notation is concise, 
unambiguous, and not overly restrictive. In this section, we suggest a grammar for index notation, 
and we provide an interpretation of this grammar. See [12] for a more thorough study. The formal 
specifications developed in this section also provide algorithms which are a good basis for the 
implementation. It is also noted that tensor expressions interpreted in this way obey the usual 
~~latl~e~llati~al rules for summation and nlultipli~atioll. 
The granlmar definitions below provide a syntax for the expressions we can formulate. Here, 
and subsequently. we wilf use the term “tensor“ for quantities that actually are multi-indexed 
arrays.* 
V ::= alb 1 c ..+ // tensor variables 
I ::= il j lk... // index variables 
L ::= OILI // list 
‘Strictly speaking, a multi-indexed array is not a tensor, but every tensor may be represented in a chosen basis 
as au array with two multi-indices. 
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T : := V(L,L) // 
X ::= T I X*X I X+X // 
A . .= T=X . . // 
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tensor expression atom 
tensor expression 
assignment 
We assume the usual precedence for addition and multiplication. (We also allow expressions in 
parentheses.) An empty list is denoted 0. 
As an illustration of the grammar, consider the following assignments written in “conventional” 
notation: 
a, = djibj + c’b. L 3’ 
a, = bj (4 + dj’) . 
Using the grammar, the corresponding syntax is 
a(@,i> =d(ji,@)*b(@,j)+c(j,i)*b(fl,j), (9) 
a(8,i> = b@,j)*(c(j ,i>+d(ji,8)>. (10) 
In order to interpret expressions such as these, we need unambiguous rules. The following def- 
initions are used to develop the semantics, which translates grammar expressions to a “conven- 
tional” mathematical notation. To clarify the presentation, each definition below is exemplified 
in Figure 1. 
Def. Example Interpretation 
1. UC{i?j1? {iI) ti,j) 
n({Cj), {iI) (4 
2. x[iji] {i.jl 
3. a(iji,0) $3’ 
4. @[a(iji,0>] C{iqjlq 0) 
@[a(iji,D) *b(j,ki)] C{i,j}, {i. k}) 
@[a(iji,O) +b(j,ki)] C{j),0) 
5. c[a(iji.0)] 0 
c[a(iji.0) *b(j.ki)] {il 
E[a(iji,0) +b(j ,ki)] 0 
6. E([a(ij ,ji>],i) & Cq 
E([b(j,B) *c(i,j>],i) Cj(tiCj) 
E(IIb(j,o)+c(i.j)],ij) ti +cj 
7. sem[ Expr. (9)] Vi : a, = Cj(bj(4 +dj’)) 
sem[ Expr. (lo)] Vi : ai = Cj(djibj + dbj) 
Figure 1. Examples of how to interpret the definitions. Expressions in the grammar 
are translated to the “math” domain. i.e., “conventional” notation. Here, we have 
used a few simplifications, for instance that Ce I = I. 
DEFINITION 1. Let S = P({[i, j ,k,. . . 1)) be the space of all sets of the index variables. 
For the Cartesian product space S x S, union and intersection are defined as 
(Ul,ll) u (~z,k?) = (w u 7427 11 u l2)r 
(Ul,ll) l-l (U2,/2) = (Ul f-l 212.11 n12). 
Reduction operators U? n : S x S + S are defined as 
Lqu, 1) = u u 1, n(u, I) = u l-l 1. 
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DEFINITION 2. The X function generates a set of indices from a list of indices: A : L -+ S. 
DEFINITION 3. [Iv(u,l)~ : T -+ “math”3 indicates a tensor component v; for the tensor vari- 
able TJ = [vl, according to the irafues of the indices in the upper multi-ind~ u = [ul and the 
lower n~u~ti-index 1 = [l]. An attempt to evaluate this expression when the indices in i[u] and 1[1] 
are not bound is an error (cf. Definition 8 below). 
DEFINITION 4. The q5 function generates a pair of sets from an expression. (b : X -+ S x S. 
DEFINITION 5. The E flznctioI2 generates a summati~l2 set from an expression. E : X --+ 6. 
DEFINITION 6. The E function evaluates an expression: given a set of bound wrjabkes. E : X, S -+ 
+inath". 
E([v(u,l)~! s) = c uv(%l>n! 
E[V(U,l)D\S 
E(l[a+b],s) = c (E([an,sU&[a+b]) + E(O[b]l,sUE[a+bl)). 
E[a+ bp\s 
DEFINITION 7. The sem function generates a n2at~en2atica~ expressjon from an ~sjgnment: sem : 
A --+ ‘*math”. 
Finally, we note that an expression is valid only if its interpretation binds all index variables 
when a specific component is referred to. This ruies out assignments such as (3). 
DEFINITION 8. A valid assignment v(u,l) = x is valid if 
It is il~~erestin~ to study the implications of the grammar and its semantics. In 1121, this is 
done more rigorously. Here, we just note that the familiar mathematical relations for addition 
and multiplication hold. This is exemplified by expressions (9) and (lo), whose interpretations 
yield the same result, see Figure 1. 
““hfnth” is here understood as the mathematical domain where “conventional” notation is used. 
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4. PROTRACTING WITH INDEX NOTATION 
In the previous section, we developed an index notation grammar with semantics to be used as 
a domain specific language. It may be supported in various ways. We have chosen to implement 
support for index notation as a C++ class library. This allows users to program directly with 
index notation, avoiding a notational gap between index notation and standard array or matrix 
packages. In this section, we sketch our object-oriented design and implementation. We also give 
program examples, demonstrating the usefulness of the notation. 
4.1. An Object-Oriented Implementation 
It is natural to use object-orientation in order to implement software support for index notation, 
since we can introduce new data types as classes. We find that C++ is suitable for our purposes. 
A crucial point is that C++ allows operator overloading, necessary in order to obtain code that 
resembles the original notation. Even if the present version does not focus on efficiency, it is also 
possible to utilize C-t+ to achieve high performance, see for instance [13]. 
Inspecting our previous sections, a number of class abstractions are easily found, for instance 
index, multi-index, tensor, tensor expression, tensor summation, tensor product. Figure 2 il- 
lustrates the relation between these abstractions, using UhIL [14]. The classes are summarized 
below. 
An Index represents an index with an explicit identity. An Index can be either in the state 
free or ~0~~~. A Ioop over a free Index binds the index and loops over a11 the values in a 
specific range. For example, we may declare” 
EinIndex ICO,2); 
This declaration yields an index I ranging from 0 to 2. A loop over a bound index executes 
only over its current value. 
A Multi Index contains a list of Indices. In order to facilitate the construction of Multi 
Indices, we have overloaded operatorl, to construct Multi Indices from Indices. 
Thus, given three indices I, J, and K, we can declare 
EinMultiIndex M = IIJIKII; 
as a Multi Index that holds three Indices, one Index repeated twice. A loop over a 
Multi Index yields a nested loop over its Indices. 
’ Expression 
Tensor 
Product Summation Atom 
Index n 
Figure 2. The key structure in the design is an expression tree, as outlined in 
this class diagram. Product, Summation, and Atom inherits Expression. 
Each Atom in the expression tree is connected to one Tensor and two Multi- 
indices, one for the upper indices and one for the lower. 
“In our implementation. we prefix all classes with Ein, honoring Einstein as the summation convention inventor. 
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A Tensor is a tensor variable. Given Indices I. J, and K, we may declare a tensor with two 
An 
upper indices and one lower index as 
EinTensor T(IIJ,K); 
Note that we do not overload the usual arithmetic operators to take Tensor arguments, 
because the grammar does not provide arithmetics for tensor variables. Instead, the 
arithmetic operators operate on tensor expressions. 
Expression is the base class for tensor expressions. Since all tensor expressions have 
the same properties, inheritance is natural. The E function of Section 3 is declared as 
evalo in the base class, deferring its implementation to subclasses. It is a variation of 
the composite pattern [15]. 
Product and Summation have two operands which are Expressions. These objects are created 
via arithmetic operators that take Expressions as arguments, thus building expression 
trees. We have also implemented inheritors for Subtraction and Unary Minus. The 
expression tree is automatically built with the correct operator precedence [16, Section 
r.5). 
Atoms are the leaves of the expression tree. Atoms are generated by Tensor: :operatorO, 
taking two multi-indices as arguments. For example, T(1 I I ,K) would represent Tt , as- 
suming proper declarations. For tensors who only have upper or only iower indices, we 
also provide a version of Tensor : : operator 0 with only one multi-index argument. For 
example, if b is declared to have one upper index and no lower indices, b(I) represents b”. 
In accordance with the grammar, operator= is implemented for Atoms. 
b:Tensor: 
Figure 3. This instance diagram shows objects and necessary relations between them, 
representing equation (1). 
The interpretation of index notation expressions is mainly carried out by the assignment opera- 
tor of Atoms and by the evalO method of Expressions, as illustrated in Figure 3. The instance 
diagram shows relevant associations between objects that carry out a multiplication (1). Written 
in cocle, the assignment would be 
b(I) = A(I,J)*c(J); 
Here, b, A, and c are Tensors and I and J are Indices. The Atom object associated with b loops 
over I. assigning the components of b the real value computed by Product. evalO. This value is 
for each value of I computed as a sum over J. Each term in this sum is computed as the product 
of the real values returned by the operands’ evalO method. 
4.2. Application Examples 
We have developed various test programs to confirm that the index notation is interpreted as 
intended, both with respect to the challenging equations (3)-(8) of Section 2 and with respect 
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to the claim that usual mathematical rules hold for our interpretation of index notation. We 
have also developed a few example programs demonstrating the usefulness of index notation, for 
instance computation of cross products, contraction of tensors, and numerical quadrature for mul- 
t,idimensional domains, discretized with structured grids. Here, we give two examples, illustrating 
coordinate transformations and the well-known Gram-Schmidt algorithm, respectively. 
Figure 4 shows an example of coordinate transformations, cf. (2). Given the components of 
a (contra-variant) vector a and a covariant vector (a oneform) o, and a (1 1) tensor A, the 
corresponding components in another basis may be computed if the transformation matrices A 
and it = A-’ are known. Using ui, oi, and Ai for the components in the original basis {ej}, 
aitd b”‘, /3+8, and E$ for the corresponding tensors in the new basis {ejt }, the transformation 
relations may be written 
$ = +J, 
/3if = .A;tOjy 
Bj; = &‘+$. 
The computations are then verified using the facts that 
a& = b”& 
Af = B;:. 
int main0 
I 
EinIndex I(2), J(2); I/ Indices used in original basis 
EinIndex IP(21, JP(2) ; /I Indices used in new basis 
EinTensor Lambda(IPII,l,l); // Basis transformation 
EinTensor invLambda(IlIP,l,l); // Inverse basis transformation 
I/ Tensors in original (A) and new (B) basis, respectively, 
EinTensor a(I,l,O), alpha(I,O,l), A(IIJ,l,l); 
EinTensor b(I,l,O), beta(I,O,l), B(IlJ,l,l); 
l/ *.. Assign values to Lambda, invLambda, a, alpha, A 
// Compute components in new basis 
b(IP) = invLambda(IP,J)*a(J); 
beta = Lambda(J,IP)*alpha(J); 
B(IP,JP) = invLambda(IP,I)*Lambda(J,JP)*A(I,J); 
fl Checks. These expressions are invariant. 
double 11 = a(I)*aIpha(I); /f inner product 
double 12 = b(IP)*beta(IP) ; 
double tl = A(I,I); // trace 
double t2 = B(IP,IP); 
// . . . Assert 11==12 and tl==t2, up to rounding errors 
1 
Figure 4. Examples of coordinate transformations. Given coordinate transformation 
matrices A and A- l. a (contra-variant) vector a and acovariant vector (aoneform) a. 
and a (1 1) tensor A. the corresponding tensors in another basis are readily achieved. 
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void CramSchmidt(const EinTensor &C, // Metric is (0,2) tensor 
EinTensor &a, // Cl,01 tensor 
EinTensor &b, // ” 
EinTensor tee) // ” 
EinIndex 1(0,2), J(O,2), K(0,2); // Indices range from 0 to 2 
a(K) = l/sqrt (G(I I J)*a(I)*a(J))*a(K) ; // Normalize 
b(K) = b(K) - (G(IIJ>*b(I>*a(J>>*a(K);// Orthogonalize 
b(K) = l/sqrt(G(IlJ>*b(I>*b(J))*b(K); // Normalize 
c(K) = c(K) - (G(IIJ>*c(I>*a(J>)*a(K) // Orthogonalize 
- (G(IIJ>*c(I>*b(J>>*b(K); 
C(K) = l/sqrt(G(I I J>*c(I>*c(J>>*c(K>; // Normalize 
Figure 5. This code implements the well-known Gram-Schmidt algorithm. written 
with index notation. 
In Figure 5, a function that implements the Gram-Schmidt algorithm is shown. In three 
dimensions, three vectors al b,c are transformed into an orthonormal base with respect to a 
metric g;j as follows: 
ak = d&a”, 
b” = b” - g,ja’bJa”, 
b” = d&b”, 
ck = ck - gija+&-j - Sijb’&“> 
ck = /&$ 
We remark that the algorithm actually is not supported by the grammar. The complication is 
that the expressions under the root signs are understood to be evaluated independently. In our 
implementation. this is taken care of by the type converting system. The code is, therefore, very 
close to the original mathematical notation. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have developed software that supports index notation, well known from tensor calculus. 
We emphasize that it can also be used for manipulating multi-indexed arrays in general. Index 
notation has long been a useful tool for many mathematical and physical disciplines, for instance 
differential geometry and relativity. Since many areas of physics and engineering use index 
notation and not matrix algebra as the main mathematical tool, it is important to develop class 
libraries that support the notation actually used. This achieves more compact code, and it avoids 
a notational gap between the mathematical formulas and the program code. 
To support index notation as a domain specific language, we need unambiguous rules for its 
interpretation. Therefore, we propose grammar and semantics for index notation. Our rules 
support the range convention, which implies that free indices implicitly loop over their range, 
as well as the Einstein summation convention, which implies that summation is understood 
for a term with a repeated index. We also find that usual mathematical rules for summation 
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;ind multiplication are supported. Compared with Barr [9], our rules are more general, mainly 
because we distinguish between upper and lower indices, we allow indices to be repeated more 
than twice, and we allow summation between terms even if the indices do not match exactly, as 
long as the expression can be interpreted unambiguously. Our interpretation is mainly based on 
Papastavridis comprehensive description of index notation [7], but we have modified the rules to 
suit the imperative context of assignments. By only treating Einstein summation on the right- 
hand side of an assignment, we believe that there is no reason to introduce an explicit “no sum” 
notation. 
We have inlplemented support for index notation as a C++ class library. With these classes, a 
mathematical algorithm written with index notation may readily be converted into code. When 
executed, summation according to the Einstein summation convention as well as loops over 
free indices are carried out automatically. Various examples demonstrate the close resemblance 
between mathematical index notation and the corresponding code. 
This paper represents a first step to support index notation as a domain specific language. 
Regarding future work, many directions are interesting. One issue, where we recently have made 
some progress [17], is the representation of general symmetries and anti-symmetries, present 
in many tensor applications. By carefully exploiting symmetries, memory requirements can be 
greatly reduced. A similar issue is the representation of “sparse tensors”, which may arise when 
si~llulatin~ partial differential equations [5]. Finally. we acknowledge that index notation as used 
in tensor calculus is also equipped with notation for partial derivatives. Support for this extension 
of index notation is desirable, but we believe that many other steps remain before this goal is 
reached. 
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